In this paper, we shall further present some properties for them. That is, a number of infinite families of linear recurrence relations of λ(s) at positive even integer arguments, λ(2m), has been obtained, the convolutional identities for the special values of λ(s) at even arguments and for the special values of β(s) at odd arguments have been proved, and a power series expansion for the alternating Hurwitz zeta function J(s, a) has also been given, which involves a known one for η(s).
In this paper, we shall further present some properties for them. That is, a number of infinite families of linear recurrence relations of λ(s) at positive even integer arguments, λ(2m), has been obtained, the convolutional identities for the special values of λ(s) at even arguments and for the special values of β(s) at odd arguments have been proved, and a power series expansion for the alternating Hurwitz zeta function J(s, a) has also been given, which involves a known one for η(s). One of Euler's proofs of (1.2) around 1742 is based on the following infinite product expansion of Euler also gave another proof of (1.2) by starting form the formula
that is, by letting x = 1 in the left hand side, we get
, and in the right hand side, by expanding arcsin t as a power series and integrating term by term, we get .
Then by noticing that
we recover (1.2) (see [23, p. 62-63] ). Let 
where the Euler polynomials E n (x) are defined by the following generating function
The integers E n = 2 n E n (1/2) , n ∈ N 0 , are called Euler numbers, which can also be defined as the coefficients of t n /n! in the Taylor expansion of sech(t), |t| < π/2. For example, E 0 = 1, E 2 = −1, E 4 = 5, and E 6 = −61. Euler numbers and polynomials (so called by Scherk in 1825) were introduced in Euler's famous book, Insitutiones Calculi Differentials (1755, pp. 487-491 and p. 522).
Recently, the Euler polynomials have been applied in several different areas, such as the semi-classical approximations to quantum probability distributions (see [3] ), various approximations and expansion formulas in discrete mathematics and number theory (see for instance [1, 18] ). Euler polynomials can be defined by various methods depending on their applications. For instance, the explicit formula
shows that E n (x) is a polynomial of degree n. Different approaches to the theory of Euler polynomials are well known and can be found in the classical papers by Euler [6] , Nörlund [17] and Raabe [19] . It may be interesting to point out that there is also a connection between the generalized Euler numbers and the ideal class group of the p n+1 -th cyclotomic field when p is a prime number. For details, we refer to a recent paper [9] , especially [9, Proposition 3.4] .
In addition, Euler also studied the following alternating form of λ(s) (in his notation, L(s), see [23, p. 70 
and β(2) = G is the Catalan's constant (see [25] , [1, p. 807] and [7, p. 53] ). It is known that the special values of β(s) at odd positive integers 2n + 1 are given by (1.14)
, where E n are the Euler numbers. β(s) has the following interesting integral representation by a trigonometric function
where Γ denotes the Gamma function (see [7, p. 56] 
Recently, Merca [14] obtained another proof of the above equality by using the generating function of Bernoulli numbers, and he [15] also obtained a homogeneous linear recurrence relation for ζ(2n) by using several tools from symmetric functions theory. Extending the above works, in 2017, Merca [16] also introduced a number of infinite families of linear recurrence relations between ζ(2n). 
In this paper, based on the integral representation of
3)) and an analogue of the Hermite formula for J(s, a) (see (2.4)), we give another proof of Theorem 1.1. In analogue with Merca's work [16] , we further prove a number of infinite families of linear recurrence relations of λ(2m) by using the generating function of Euler polynomials and the Euler-type formula (1.10). (See Theorems 1.2, 1.3, 1.7, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11 and Corollaries 1.4 and 1.5).
Moreover, we also prove the convolutional identities for the special values of λ(s) at even arguments and for the special values of β(s) at odd arguments, respectively. (See Theorems 5.1 and 5.2).
Finally, we also show a power series expansion for the function J(s, a) (1.15), which involves a known one by Coffey for the Dirichlet eta function,
In what follows, we shall use the usual convention that an empty sum is taken to be zero. . Then
Theorem 1.3. Let m be a nonnegative integer, and α complex numbers. Then
where define 0 0 = 1. 
Corollary 1.4. Let m be a nonnegative integer. Then
Remark 1.6. If m is a positive integer, then the above identity may be written as
which is similar to the work of Lettington (see Theorem 1.1).
Theorem 1.7. Let m and α be a positive integer. Then
Remark 1.8. We see that this linear recurrence relation does not require a priori knowledge of the Euler numbers. If m is small, then it is easy to evaluate λ(2m) as follows
Theorem 1.9. Let m be a positive integer, and α complex numbers. Then
Theorem 1.10. Let m be a nonnegative integer, and α complex numbers. Then
where define 0 0 = 1. Theorem 1.11. Let m be a nonnegative integer. Then
2. Another proof of Theorem 1.1
To our purpose, we need the following lemmas.
Proof. The proof is based upon the relation sin y = 1 2i
(e iy − e −iy ) with y = −s tan (−1)
This completes the proof. 
Proof. By manipulating binomial expansions, we may calculate the following summation 
The above formula enables J(s, a) to be continued analytically to the whole complex plane. The special values of J(s, a) at non-positive integers can be represented by Euler polynomials as follows,
(see [26, (3.8)] ). Letting t = πy, a = 1 and s = −2m in (2.4), we have (2.6)
t π e t dy e 2t − 1 .
Replacing −m by −2m and setting a = 1 in (2.5), we have
since E 2m (0) = 0 for m > 1. Combining (2.6) and (2.7), we obtain the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Start with the formula
Summing both sides over n, we have (2.9)
Then applying the integral representation (2.10), we have (2.11)
To obtain the desired result, we need to eliminate the last line of (2.11). This is done by applying Lemma 2.3 and (2.10) with s = 2m to the last line of (2.11), then we have (2.12)
Then applying Lemma 2.4 to the right hand side of the above equity, we obtain
and the desired result follows from a direct manipulation.
3. Proofs of Theorem 1.2, 1.3, 1.7 and Corollarie 1.4, 1.5
First we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and x and α complex numbers. Then
Proof. We consider (1.11) and the series ∞ n=0 α n t n n! = e αt . For |t| < π, it holds that (3.1) 2e 
Applying Cauchy's rule for the multiplication of two power series to the right hand sides of (3.1) and (3.2), then comparing the coefficients of t n , we obtain the relation
for n ≥ 0, and the desired result comes from a direct manipulation.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Setting x = 0 and n = 2m in Lemma 3.1, we have
for m ≥ 0, which can be written as
for m > 0, since E 0 (0) = 1. Then using Euler's formula (1.10) for the Dirichlet lambda functions, we derive the relation
, and a direct manipulation leads to the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Setting x = 0 with n = 2m + 1 in Lemma 3.1, we have
for m ≥ 0, since E 0 (0) = 1. Then using Euler's formula (1.10) for the Dirichlet lambda functions, we derive the relation
where m ≥ 0 (define 0 0 = 1), and the desired result comes from a direct manipulation.
Proofs of Corollaries 1.4 and 1.5. The first corollary is the case α = 1 and the second is the case α = Proof of Theorem 1.7. First, it is easy to observe that
Therefore, applying Theorem 1.2, we have
This completes the proof.
4. Proofs of Theorem 1.9, 1.10, and 1.11
In this section, we use the generating functions of Euler polynomials (1.11) to derive another three families of infinite recurrence relations for the Dirichlet lambda functions at positive even integer arguments.
Lemma 4.1. Let n be a nonnegative integer, and x and α complex numbers. Then
where ⌊·⌋ is the greatest integer function.
Proof. Using the generating function of Euler polynomials E n (x) (1.11) and the power series expansion of e xt , we obtain (4.1)
where the last equality is obtained by using Cauchy's rule for multiplying power series. Also applying Cauchy's rule, we have the following relation (4.2)
where ⌊·⌋ is the greatest integer function. Finally, comparing the coefficients of t n in (4.1) and (4.2), we have the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. Setting x = 0 and n = 2m in Lemma 4.1, we have
for m ≥ 0. Since E 2m (0) = 0 (m > 1) and E 0 (0) = 1, after moving the k = 2m term in the right hand side of the above equality to the left hand side, we have
for m ≥ 1. Finally, by applying Euler's formula (1.10) for the Dirichlet lambda functions to the above equality, we obtain the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Setting x = 0 and n = 2m + 1 in Lemma 4.1, we have ⌊
for m ≥ 0. Since E 2m (0) = 0 (m > 1) and E 0 (0) = 1, after moving the k = 2m + 1 term in the right hand side of the above equality to the left hand side, we have
Finally, by applying Euler's formula (1.10) for the Dirichlet lambda functions to the above equity, we obtain the relation
which is the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 1.11. From the expression for Euler polynomials
we have (4.3)
since E 2m (0) = 0 (m > 1) and E 0 (0) = 1. It is known from [22, Theorem 3.3] that
Putting x = 0 and m = 3 in (4.4), and noticing that E 2m+1
Comparing (4.3) and (4.5), we find that (4.6)
.
Then applying Euler's formula (1.10) for the Dirichlet lambda functions to the above equality, we obtain the desired result.
Convolutional identities
Euler found the following beautiful convolutional identity for Bernoulli numbers
which has been generalized by many authors from different directions (see for instance [5] and [11] ). In this section, we prove the convolutional identities for the special values of λ(s) at even arguments and for the special values of β(s) at odd arguments, respectively. Proof. Setting x = y = 0 in [5, (4. 2)], we have
Then applying Euler's formula (1.10), we obtain the desired result.
The following theorem has been proved by G.T. Williams many years ago (see [25, p. 22, Theorem II] ). Here we show another proof. Proof. From the generating function of Euler polynomials, we have
We also have 1 2
Comparing the coefficients of t n in the above two equlities, we have
Then putting n = 2m in (5.2), and noticing that
That is,
since E 2k+1 = 0 for k ≥ 0. Applying (1.14) to the above equity, we have the desired result. Applying it to (2.1), we obtain (6.1)
Splitting the above integral at x, and using the generating function of Euler polynomials
for the integration on [0, x), we have
To handle the first integration in the above equality, we use a standard integral representation for the incomplete Gamma function Γ(s, x) (e.g., [1, p. 260 In particular, we obtain the exact evaluations η(−n) = (−1) n E n (0)/2 for n ≥ 0.
